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Mississippi Poets: A Showcase




this volume  is  dedicated, once  told this story.
Some time in the 1950s the English Department at the Uni
­versity of Mississippi invited a northern poet to campus. Two
 professors arrived in Memphis to meet him, but missed
 
the poet  
among those who disembarked, so they
 
went  for coffee. When  
they
 
returned they  found a man standing at a window  dressed  
as they imagined a poet might be dressed. It was indeed the
 poet, looking out at the Mississippi River. He pointed at
 
the Big  
Muddy, and said, in a dryly understated way, "That's some creek
 you guys have here." This visit got off on the wrong foot and
 never improved, apparently, since one elderly professor con
­fessed to Dr. Harrington, "I prefer my
 
poets dead."
Perhaps it was apocryphal. Mississippi is undeniably an Eden
 of fiction-writing. But, as you will discover in the following
 pages, poets, too, are alive and
 
writing in Mississippi. Here you  
will find poems about Mississippi, its weather, its music, its
 people; poems about Vietnam; poems about matters of the heart;




I hope you will enjoy this gathering of poems by Mississippi
 poets as much as I have
 
enjoyed discovering  them.—A.K.
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